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This project investigates representations of the Chinese homosexual diaspora in two 
transnational films - The Wedding Banquet (Ang Lee, 1993) and Happy Together (Wong 
Kar-Wai, 1997). Both diasporic films reflect the rise of mainland China, and its 
transnational importance, since the 1980s. I explore two signifiers of cultural identity: 
nation and sexuality. Through close textual analysis the two films' narratives, sequences 
and context are compared. The analysis demonstrates nation and sexuality are 
discursively constructed. In The Wedding Banquet national identity is constructed through 
patriarchal relations and homosexuality is subjected to the dominant Chinese heterosexual 
discourse. In Happy Together national identity is constituted by its political context (the 
handover of Hong Kong) and homosexuality is represented as an intimate relationship in 
a transnational setting. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In June 2015 same-sex marriage in the U.S. was constitutionally accorded the 
same recognition as opposite-sex couples at the state and federal level by the Supreme 
Court. Not only does this ruling reflect the changing attitude towards homosexuality in 
America, but it also points to the influence of identity movements in North America. In 
1 
21 st century China social attitudes are also changing. As the youth born in the 1980s come 
of age, they especially tend to have a more open attitude towards homosexuality. 
However, mainstream discourse in China still regards homosexuality, especially same-sex 
marriage, as illegal. Mainstream media content cannot openly represent homosexuality. 
Although homosexuals are coming out and more visible today, given the generational 
divide they face pressures from family members, the work place and at times even from 
friends. 
Since the 1980s mainland China has opened its market to the world and has been 
steeped in the globalization process, leading to new relationships with Taiwan and Hong 
Kong. On the one hand, the rise of mainland China also proyides more opportunities for 
people from Hong Kong and Taiwan. On the other hand, totalitarian politics in mainland 
China threatens democracy in Hong Kong and Taiwan. This often compels Chinese youth 
to move or study abroad in order to find an environment that offers them "freedom". In 
the case of the Chinese homosexual diaspora cultural identity becomes a complex matter. 
Not only do they face the pressure of traditional culture and ideals, but they also face 
challenges posed by a conflict between sexual and cultural identity brought about by 
dislocation experienced when exposed to a new host culture. Thus, representation of 
Chinese homosexuality bears the weight of complex and charged trans/national politics, 
tropes often used to explore sexual-social relationships and cultural identity. 
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The dynamic between these factors motivates my interest in evaluating the 
representation of the Chinese diaspora since the 1980s, especially the homosexual 
diaspora. In this project, my research focuses on how the Chinese homosexual diaspora is 
constructed and what its political and aesthetic implications are in transnational films. I 
will therefore focus first on the topic of cultural identity. As Stuart Hall (1990) argues, 
identity is "a production, which is never complete, always in process, and always 
constituted within, not outside, representation" (p. 222). I will then consider two signifiers 
of cultural identity: nation (the Chinese diaspora) and sexuality (homosexuality). Both 
terms are "matter[s] of becoming rather than being" (Hall, 1990, p. 225). Identity is 
located through multiple factors. For one, Foucault ( 1978) argues that the homosexual 
became a sexually aberrant "species" in the 19th century through the medicalization of the 
body of patients with an "indiscreet anatomy" and "a mysterious physiology" (p. 43). 
Second, Anderson ( 1983) argues that a nation is an imagined community because 
members in the community will never know each other. The process of globalization 
further weakens the specific connotations attached to homosexuality arising from the 
Chinese context of localized homosexual culture. Third, Chinese homosexuality among 
its diaspora in W estem countries becomes a "minority of a minority" (Kapac, 1998, p. 
170). Transnational cinema becomes important because it embodies both political and 
aesthetic connotations with respect to the Chinese homosexual diaspora, which the 
mainland Chinese cinema cannot articulate. 
I will discuss constructs such as national-transnational, domestic-diasporic, and 
heteronormative-heterosexual used to represent Chinese homosexuality in transnational 
cinema in the following three chapters. In the second chapter, I review the literature that 
defines terms such as "the Chinese diaspora", "transnational cinema" and "Chinese 
homosexuality". The literature review is divided into four sections. The first defines the 
terms used to describe the Chinese diaspora. "Chinese" does not merely refer to people 
from mainland China. According to Lu ( 1997), China is "a modem state, a location of 
culture"; being Chinese is also seen as subject to "deconstruction, hybridization, division 
and erasure" (p. 12). 
This definition generates its own problems related to cultural aspects of the term. 
How does globalization influence the Chinese diaspora? How is the identity of the 
Chinese diaspora constructed? Should the term "Chinese" be universalized to include its 
diaspora? These questions will be evaluated and discussed. The second section reviews 
transnational Chinese cinema and explores its relation to the Chinese diaspora. The third 
part relates to Chinese homosexuality, including Chinese homosexual culture and the 
Chinese homosexual diaspora - entailing the concept of sexuality and its relation to 
national identity. The final fourth section examines the representation of the Chinese 
homosexual diaspora in films. 
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In the third chapter, I discuss the methodology I adopt to effectively examine my 
research topic: the construction and representation of homosexuality in Chinese 
transnational cinema. Through textual analysis I examine the epistemological, ontological 
and practical aspects, that is, the theoretical lens I use, the films I sample, and my 
interpretive film analysis method. Film studies offers different theoretical and 
methodological approaches to appraise how cultural identity is represented and 
constituted. Textual analysis is an effective method; not only does it apply to the narrative, 
sound, image and mise-en-scene in films, but when related to the film's context it can 
also be productive to analyze social, political and cultural constructions, and their 
implications. 
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In the fourth chapter, Findings and Analysis, I discuss three aspects of select films: 
their narrative, specific sequences and the films' context; since film's narrative structure 
builds on figures and the context within which it is made it refers to an ideal and the films 
sequences provide opportunities to explore these details for their meaning. The meaning 
of diaspora and homeland, homosexuality and heterosexuality, individual and society, 
separation and reunion will be parsed in the films. How homosexual/national identity is 
constructed will be critically examined. In the final chapter I present a brief discussion 
and my conclusion. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Constructing the Chinese diaspora: issues of identity 
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In this section I review the construction of the Chinese diaspora, its historical, 
political and cultural background since the 1980s, which coincided with mainland China's 
state-led modernity. In Ien Ang's (2013) significant study of the Chinese diaspora after 
the 1980s, she claims that the diaspora is '~posited not as a competing structure to the 
territorial nation-state but as an unbounded, dynamic network of places and flows that 
comprise movements and interactions across space without fixed boundaries" (p. 21 ). The 
cultivation of diasporic Chineseness "does not have to be fastened to the Chinese 
motherland to operate as a category of identity and belonging that can be divisive as well 
as unifying, exclusionary as well as inclusionary" (p. 24 ). Relatedly, another article 
written by Ang ( 1998) also suggests that diasporic subjects should "break out of the 
prison house of Chineseness and embrace lives to construct open-ended and plural post-
Chinese identities" (p. 241). 
Since the Chinese diaspora is socially and discursively constructed, it 
problematizes identity where "peripheral and ambiguous place[ s are] productive for 
global intercultural dialogue that can be freed from the absolutist sign of Chineseness" 
(Ang, 2013, p. 20). Firstly, as a Chinese Indonesian, Ang reveals the paradox in her sense 
of identity and ambivalent attitude towards the motherland, China. On the one hand, she 
feels she has to "be Chinese" because of her ancestry and family origin. On the other 
hand, the hostility towards the Chinese and exclusionary politics in Indonesia deny Ang 
easy access to Chinese identity. The paradox is therefore "not a matter of natural choice 
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but a social imposition" (p. 18). She thus suggests that the Chinese diaspora should not be 
limited or constrained by "Chineseness", or more precisely, the Chinese authority. 
Secondly, Ang critiques· Weiming Tu's (1994) symbolic universe of "cultural 
China". Tu regards the diasporic periphery (such as overseas Chinese communities in 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore etc.) as the new centre of Chineseness. According to Ang 
(1998), cultural China "does not occupy a truly peripheral position at all" (p. 231). The 
identity of the Chinese diaspora is complex, hybrid and plural, thus Tu has "unduly 
confined diverse strands of diaspora to the narrow claustrophobic shaft of projected 
obsession of Chineseness" (p. 232). Moreover, the rise of mainland China, especially 
since the 2008 Olympic Games, not only challenges Tu's "Cultural China" claim, but also 
reasserts the mainland "as the sole and legitimate source of authentic Chineseness" (Ang, 
2013, p. 29). Yet in the case of Ang, she is no longer deemed a Chinese national and her 
Chineseness is "a residual part of Indonesianized, pluralized, and hybridized identities" (p. 
27). 
In contrast, Souchou Yao (2006) points out that for Ang' s "declaration and 
passionate voice, things are far more unsettled than she would want them to be. Ang 
makes little of the fact that the Chinese subject eventually has to face something like 
communal acceptance which, harsh and unreasonable [as] it often is, is not simply 
dismissed" (p. 255). Ang's cultural identity, he argues, is built upon performance - her 
argument that she is not Chinese because she cannot speak the Chinese language or write 
Chinese characters. Yao instead points out that speaking Chinese does not indicate being 
Chinese and says 
The kind of singular cultural performance of 'eating Chinese food' or 'speaking 
Chinese' is simply so porous that it gives too many people a chance to be Chinese. 
If the identity performance approach is right, then even a black American or a 
white New York Jew can become Chinese by 'eating Chinese food', and 
'speaking Chinese' if she so learns. In this way, postmodern freedom would 
dangerously make everyone 'potentially' Chinese." (2006, p. 259) 
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From this perspective Ang does not admit her Chinese identity because of the 
authoritarian nature of mainland China from which she distances herself, and the fact that 
she does not speak or write Chinese. For Yao, the so-called new Chinese identity cannot 
be isolated as free from mainland China and furthermore, culture is both personal and 
collective - people are born into and do not choose their culture. The postmodern subject 
develops cultural identity based on "something fundamental or something already in 
existence" (p. 258). Therefore, identity performance can never take Chineseness to be 
free from culture as a whole; instead, the approach exposes the fetishism of race, 
replacing it with culture that is still viewed in totalizing and essentializing terms. 
Chongyi Feng's (2011) research focuses on the Chinese community's role in 
Australian politics since the rise of mainland China in the 1980s. First, building upon the 
cases of the Cultural Revolution, the 1989 Tian'anmen protest1, and twenty years later, 
the 2008 Olympic Games in mainland China, Feng points out that nationalism replaces 
communist ideology as the most effective legitimization device. This nationalism is 
generated through patriotic education in which "anti-Western discourse prevailed over 
modernization discourse" (p. 128). 
The post-1989 generation became "the primary target and victim of the campaign 
aiming to change their attitude toward Western powers" (p. 129). Thus the angry youth 
1. The Tian'anmen 1989 protest, commonly known as '89 Democracy Movement, consisted of student-led popular 
demonstrations in Beijing which took place in the spring of 1989 and received broad support from city residents, 
exposing deep splits within China's political leadership. The crackdown that was initiated on June 3-4 became known 
as the June 4 Massacre as troops with assault rifles and tanks inflicted casualties on unarmed civilians trying to block 
the military's advance towards Tiananmen Square in the heart of Beijing, which students and other demonstrators had 
occupied for seven weeks. 
(FenQing; t!Jm is cultivated by the patriotic fervor built into the education system 
constructing an anti-West team sentiment. Both Feng and Ang focus on the influence of 
1989. Feng argues the 1989 protest influenced the students who went abroad for higher 
learning, struggled with oppression and became new immigrants in Australia, while Ang 
holds a more optimistic view of people moving abroad from mainland China as not 
caused by oppression, but by the accumulation of wealth. 
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In relation to the immigrants in Australia, Feng points to the increasing number of 
Chinese students studying abroad since 1978. The sponsorship, economic power and 
influence of patriotic institutions from mainland China still affect Chinese communities in 
Australia. As Feng suggests, the associations and organizations in Australia, such as 
Friendship of Chinese Students (FCS) and Scholars and Chinese Student Association 
(SCSA) in Australian universities, have influenced the social life and learning experience 
in Australia. These organizations have connections with state agencies and the mainland 
China government; these associations' activities can ideologically influence new Chinese 
migrants. Thus, the concept of transnationalism "takes on the dimension of identity 
construction to understand the complexities of multilevel and multipolar bargaining of 
identities in the multicultural context of the host society in the age of globalization" (Feng, 
2011, p. 130). 
While Feng' s research is optimistic about Western democracy, he regards 
mainland China as having little space for freedom. Ouyang Yu (2013), however, holds a 
different view about freedom. She also focuses on the diasporic Chinese in Australia and 
points out that the Chinese diasporic intellectuals "cannot adapt to a society in which they 
lack the language, the social networks, and the cultural resources necessary to fulfill 
themselves" (p. 33). Thus, Yu questions what freedom is, and argues that freedom 
"contains little or limited freedom in itself .. .is culturally conditioned - freedom in one 
culture can be non-freedom in another" (p. 36). 
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Yu takes the example of the diasporic intellectuals and writers from mainland 
China in Melbourne's Writers' Festival, arguing that a member of audience (in the 
festival) believed that the diasporic intellectual' s role is to "overthrow China's totalitarian 
regime in order to turn China into a Western democracy like theirs and these Chinese 
writers should be content with, and grateful for, the good fortune they have received in 
the West" (p. 39). For Yu, Western freedom and democracy is seen as another kind of 
imperialism as demonstrated by the audience's subscription to Western ideals as "right". 
The writers are not a symbol of liberalism, rather, they are seen as the voice of Western 
power. Yu and Feng's research can be viewed as mutually critiquing each other, speaking 
for the power of nationalism and transnationalism, both of which influence the Chinese 
diaspora. Freedom in this context is not an absolute concept but a relative one. 
2.2 Chinese film in the transnational context 
The debate around the Chinese diaspora since the 1980s is particularly relevant to 
the Chinese film industry, as the development of Chinese transnational film reflects the 
dynamic social and cultural interaction between the national and the transnational. 
Research on the Chinese transnational film generally focuses on two questions: the first is 
how globalization and modernization influences Chinese cinema, and the second, how the 
Chinese diaspora influenced the local and global film industry since the 1980s. In terms 
of the first question, Sheldon Hsiao-peng Lu ( 1997) points out that Chinese national 
cinema "can only be understood it in its properly transnational context" (p. 3). He points 
out significant definitions of transnational Chinese cinema: 
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First, the split of China into several geopolitical entities since the nineteenth century 
- the Mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong - and consequently the triangulation of 
competing national/local 'Chinese cinemas'; second, the globalization of production 
and consumption of Chinese film in the age of transnational capitalism in the 1990s; 
third, the representation and questioning of China and Chineseness in filmic 
discourse itself; namely, the cross-examination of the national, political and gender 
identity of individual and communities in the Chinese diaspora (Lu, 1997, p. 3). 
Lu points out the importance and question of representation of Chineseness in cinema. 
China becomes not a geographical term but a cultural term. The globalization of cinema 
industry "brings with it an erosion of fixed geographic boundaries of nation states" ( 1997, 
p. 17). The complexity of the Chinese diaspora and culture differently inflects the 
political and cultural character of the Chinese film industry. 
Will Higbee and Song Hwee Lim (2010) disagree with Lu's loss of territory, 
arguing that the "nation state and national cinema as sites of Chineseness are being 
eclipsed by a higher level of unity and coherence, namely a Chinese cultural order that is 
transnational" (p. 14). As they suggest: 
Diasporic cinema may be more concerned with national rather than transnational 
context. .. [W]hat is required here is a critical understanding of the political 
imbalances as well as the unstable and shifting identifications between host/home, 
individual/community, global/local and, indeed, national/transnational, as well as the 
tensions these generate within diasporic films (p. 12). 
In this context, diasporic cinema can be considered post-colonial cinema rather than 
transnational cinema, as it deals with power relations and political inequality between 
imperial states and the ex-colonies. 
In contrast to Higbee and Lim, Yinjing Zhang's (2010) research on transnational 
cinema focuses on space and productivity, rather than the diaspora. The article applies 
three major theoretical frameworks. The first is Lefebvre's formulation that space is "a 
product" (as cited in Zhang, 2010, p.2). Space is seen as heterogeneous; cinema belongs 
to representational space, as it has "an effective kernel and embraces the loci of passion" 
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(p. 2). The second is from Hansen's theory of cinema and public sphere. Zhang (2010) 
argues that "the possible existence of an oppositional public sphere in the space of film 
exhibition and reception is indispensable to the formation and maintenance of alternative 
film culture in contemporary China" (p. 3). The third is de Certeau's theory of "spatial 
practice"2• Zhang argues a new set of power-geometries "has produced new spaces of 
film production and reception as China globalizes, these new spaces have provided 
individuals with a potent means of experiencing, sharing, and enhancing the liberating 
potentials proffered by cinema" (p. 4 ). 
Thus for Zhang the understanding of transnational cinema should relate to 
globalization, heterogeneity, symbolic design and creativity. While these arguments spell 
optimism, Zhang ignores the problems hidden behind transnational cinema. Zhang uses 
the term "polylocality" to describe Chinese transnational cinema, which is seen as "the 
multiplicity of spaces along the continuum of scale, and the production of scale itself' (p. 
7). Polylocality is different from translocality - the former recognizes the existence of 
multiple and diverse localities, while the latter does not guarantee the realization of this 
potential. This perspective is similar to Higbee and Lim's (2010) argument that the nation 
does not cease to exist in transnational collaboration. 
In terms of how the Chinese diaspora influenced the local and global film industry 
since the 1980s, Gina Marchetti (2006) introduces the history of Chinese transnational 
cinema from 1989 to 1997. The beginning and ending years contain two important 
Chinese national events -the Tian'anmen protest in 1989 and the devolution of Hong 
2. Space, in de Certeau's theorization, is defined as much by preconceived borders as by improvised movements by 
rigid institutional systems (,) imaginative individual subjects, strategies of the dominant power and by tactics of 
performative appropriation. (cited in Zhang, 2010 p. 4) 
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Kong's sovereignty from Britain to the PRC in 1997. The 1989 Tian'anmen Square 
protest influences global screen culture outside Hollywood, especially in Hong Kong. As 
Marchetti argues, the anxieties of mainland China's dictatorship "increased in Hong Kong 
and emigration jumped, and many in the film industry, following the trend, left, or 
solidified their ties to places like Taiwan, Japan, England, Canada, America, etc. where 
they could go if needed" (p. 6). Simultaneously, a number of films made by such Hong 
Kong diasporic filmmakers reflect the Tiananmen movement and rethink its impact on 
Hong Kong and mainland China. 
For Marchetti, after 1989, Tiananmen "united and polarized the Chinese-speaking 
world in profound and sometimes unexpected ways" (p. 9). She explains how the 
movement caused gender, race, class and sexual crises. Many diasporic Chinese "began 
to reinvestigate their identity based on an Eurocentric definition of race as well as 
class ... class hierarchies also changed ... male power, represented by the old cadres of the 
Communist Party headed by Deng Xiaoping, came under serious assault" (pp. 15-17). 
The gendered nature of political trouble has implications where "gay life and queer 
critiques of heterosexual norms take a back seat to the use of gender-bending characters 
as political allegory" (p. 20). 
Ning Ma (2006) focuses on mainland China's fifth generation cinema since the 
1980s in relation to global cultural capital. In contrast to Marchetti, Ma does not examine 
how the 1989 Tian'anmen event changed the global film industry; rather, he argues that 
the new policy of developing a western-style market economy allowed local talent "to be 
employed by transnational capital and commercially oriented genre production" (p. 183). 
As a result, the process of globalization "enables filmmakers to introduce new 
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melodramatic conventions and modes of audience participation in their film making" (p. 
184). 
Not only does the 1989 Tian'anmen event affect the film emigration from Hong 
Kong and Taiwan, but it also generates and improves the genre film in mainland China. 
Ma argues that the filmmakers' reinvention of melodramatic aesthetics in transnational 
film production is seen as "an attempt to reconstruct a historical specific subject-identity" 
(p. 183). Ma compares Xie Jin's melodrama and post-1989 new melodrama, such as Chen 
Kaige's Farewell My Concubine (1993), arguing that history changes from "an objective 
and inexorable process embodying a progressive moral framework", to a process of 
manifesting itself "in terms of the consequences and effects of the patriarchal suppression 
of individual assertion" (p. 187). The new melodrama thus "creates a mirroring structure 
in the narrative that can send the spectator on a journey of self-discovery and self-
knowledge" (p. 192). This argument relates to the main question in this project: the 
discursive and historical construction of the homosexual diaspora in transnational film 
studies. 
2.3 Constructing homosexuality within the local and global context 
Research on Chinese homosexuality has been reviewed from two perspectives. 
The first is China's homosexual cultural studies that locates Chinese homosexuality 
within discourses on Chinese culture and society. The second is combined with Chinese 
diaspora studies examined in the first section, which alludes to the globalization and 
modernization process. In terms of the first aspect, Fangfu Ruan and Yungmei Tsai (1988) 
conducted content analysis of 56 letters obtained from the Chinese gay population3. 
Through their analysis of these letters, Ruan and Tsai (1988) challenge the disavowal of 
homosexuality, claiming it "does exist in contemporary China among the rich and the 
poor, the young and the old, and among all people in all walks of life ... [and] is not 
imported from Western capitalist civilization" (p. 198). 
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However, Ruan and Tsai's research was conducted in the 1980s when mainland 
China began to open to the world and does not reflect contemporary Chinese 
homosexuality, or the discursive shifts around it since the late 80s. Compared with Ruan 
and Tsai, W ah-shan Chou (2008) provides a more critical study of the cultural politics of 
homosexuality in Chinese society, emphasizing "the cultural specificity of same-sex 
eroticism in Chinese societies where the family-kinship system, rather than an erotic 
object choice is taken as the basis of the identity of a person" (p. 27). The homosexual 
tradition in China is different from modern Western culture, as the latter "dichotomizes 
sexual desire in a gendered binary of same-sex desire and opposite-sex desire" (p. 29). 
To further discuss the difference, Chou applies two terms: "coming out" and 
"coming home". The Western notion of "coming out" is not only a political project of the 
gay and lesbian movement, but is often a cultural project of affirming the Western value 
of individualism ... and the prioritization of sex as the core of selfhood" (p. 32). However, 
Chou argues that coming out cannot adapt to a Chinese context in which nobody is a 
discrete, isolate being; rather everyone becomes a full person only in the context of 
3. The letters were obtained through a published article named "Homosexuality: an unsolved puzzle". The article was 
published in a widely circulated health magazine in China, To Your Good Health. It points out that homosexuals are no 
different from heterosexual people in intelligence, physical strength, creativity, etc. This article attracted a great deal of 
reaction in Chinese society. By April 1986, a total of 60 letters were received and forwarded to the senior author 
through the editor of To Your Good Health. Ruan and Tsai here mainly discuss 56 letters which were written by gay 
people. 
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family and social relationships" (p. 33). As a result, "coming home" becomes an 
indigenous lexicon of Tongzhi (homosexuality in Chinese translation); a self-confirmation 
in a Chinese context, as "coming home" means "not only going back home, but searching 
for the ultimate place to which one belongs" (p. 35). 
Andrew Wong and Qing Zhang (2001) also highlight the particularities of Chinese 
homosexual culture which are distinct from Western culture. They apply discourse 
analysis to G&L Magazine, the first Chinese (Taiwanese) gay and lesbian magazine. They 
point out that being Tongzhi in China "is not equal to being homosexual (Tongxinglianzhe) 
which in Chinese language and culture is only used as a technical, and sometimes medical 
term, referring to people with same-sexual preference" (p. 261). Tongzhi signifies the 
discourse of a political revolution, adding new meaning to a linguistic symbol, as the 
original meaning of Tongzhi is its association with communist ideology. 
Wong and Zhang' s theoretical approach is framed by Anderson's concept of 
"imagined communities" - communities that exist in the minds of their members -
communities that are "to be distinguished not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style 
in which their imagined" (as cited in Wong and Zhang, 2001, p. 249). Wong and Zhang 
discuss two groups of linguistic resources - lexical and discourse features - in the 
creation of a style of political activism that distinguishes the Tongzhi community from 
other communities (p. 271 ). 
The term "family", Wong and Zhang point out is different from Chou's "home", 
focuses on a symbolic community, is constructed through linguistic discourse rather than 
parental relations, and derives from social (non-filial) life. The significant example is the 
creative translation from queer to cool-er in G&L Magazine, which reflects a linguistic 
approximation and a different meaning that emerges in the Chinese linguistic/cultural 
context. Moreover, Chinese magazines use language to invoke a special feminist and 
kinship discourse. 
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Some studies combined ·chinese homosexuality with the Chinese diaspora studies, 
Jack Kapac (1998) uses an ethnographic approach to study Chinese gay men in Toronto 
in the 1980s. Kapac mainly applies Appadurai's (1990) theory of "indigenization of 
modernity" ( as cited in Kapac, 1998, p. 169), and Hall's discussion of racism, which 
"occurs within specific historical locations, and racial differences ... variably 
conceptualized, politicized and contested dependent upon specific social context" ( cited 
in Kapac, 1998, p. 170). Kapac suggests that there are parallels between the oppression of 
Chinese homosexuals and Western racism theories; sexual practice is "identified as a 
symbolic marker or boundary of cultural difference, in this case signifying W estem 
corruption and cultural imperialism" (p. 172). 
Kapac' s discussion combines the Chinese homosexual diaspora within the context 
of racial difference, the nature of racial representation "in gay male erotica and its 
incitement of racial desire is often suggested as a source of racialized sexual difference" 
(Kapac, 1998, p. 176). Same race eroticism can be "considered as an expression of 
empowerment strategies among Chinese gay men" (p. 178). This is _a different position 
from Chou who argues Chinese homosexuality needs to consider a person in relation to 
social and family relations. 
Travis Kong's (2011) study focusing on the Chinese homosexual diaspora 
includes interviews conducted with Hong Kong immigrants in London, UK. The study 
also examines racism and class discrimination in London. Kong applies Hall's ( 1996) 
theory to argue that the Chinese diaspora is seen as the new ethnic minority. Although the 
Chinese diaspora has achieved success in education and kinship networks, they are "still 
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under represented in British society and vulnerable to several types of discrimination" (p. 
125-126). Homosexual communities are "disproportionally white, middle-class and 
British ... the hegemonic gay citizen is constructed as a middle class, well-educated and 
adult British man with a [sculpted] masculine body" (p. 127). The Chinese homosexual is 
still not visible in London's gay community. 
Relatedly, Richard Fung (1995) also examines the relationship between gay and 
Asian, and his discussion about the homosexual diaspora is mainly built upon Fung' s own 
cultural experiences. As an Asian Canadian, Fung argues that being gay was not included 
in the description of an Asian. He was aware that he was a "gay" because of the 
childhood experience and he was Asian because people speak different Asian languages 
to him when he moved to Toronto. Therefore, Asian consciousness "only displaces 
specific national or regional identities and allegiances under the conditions of white 
racism, either expressed here in the diaspora, or through Western colonialism and 
imperialism in Asia" (p. 124). Contrary to Kong, for Fung the practice of homosexuality 
is neither in relation to cultural imperialism nor racially invisible, as sexuality and 
nationality have different cognitive processes. He also points out that social relations and 
experiences are not fixed as "gay" and "Asian" represent different meanings. 
It is clear from the literature reviewed here that Chinese homosexual culture is 
different from modern Western culture. In the process of globalization, with the 
emergence of the new Chinese diaspora since the 1980s, national identity, race and 
sexuality are intertwined in Chinese cultural studies. The discourse about cultural 
difference and debates about race and sexuality in globalized and local culture are 
embedded in media representations, especially Chinese transnational films or diasporic 
cinema. 
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2.4 Representing the Chinese homosexual diaspora in transnational cinemas 
While sociological studies still point to the invisibility of Chinese homosexuality 
even in western culture, the one site that this community has achieved a small measure of 
visibility is in cinema, particularly transnational cinema screened in gay and lesbian 
festivals. Films in which the main characters are uf Chinese origin and with homosexual 
orientation appear mainly in productions that are international collaborations. Several 
studies focus on the representation of the Chinese homosexual diaspora in transnational 
cinemas, which also relates to the concept of global and local, gender and sexuality, as 
well as Chinese cultural history mentioned in the previous section. While films represent 
Chinese homosexual culture, accounting for family values and traditional Chinese culture, 
they also produce stereotypes. 
Chris Berry (2010) analyzes the representation of gay male subjects in three 
Chinese films. Berry's perspective is drawn from the Chinese national context. He chose 
three sample films -Happy Together (Wong Kai-wai, 1997), Vive L'Amour (Tsai Ming-
Liang, 1994) and East Palace West Palace (Zhang Yuan, 1996) that together reflect the 
social, political and cultural background of Hong Kong, Taiwan and mainland China 
respectively. Although the setting of Happy Together is in Argentina, the film "echoes the 
uncomfortable circumstance of Hong Kong' s transition period" (p. 188). He discusses the 
themes of homeland and transition (Happy Together), censorship and freedom (East 
Palace West Palace) and individual and family (Vive L'Amour) 
Hin Wong (2012) compares two Chinese-language lesbian films and points to the 
relation between globalization and localization through the debate around cultural 
imperialism (Robertson, 1995 as cited in Wong, 2012, p. 308). Wong chooses two films, 
Butterfly (Yan Yan Mak, 2004) and Saving Face (Alice Wu, 2005). Butterfly "enables the 
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creative relocalizing of the Taiwanese story to its Hong Kong filming location and 
reflects the subplot of Hong Kong activism against the bloody 1989 Tiananmen Square 
Massacre in China" (Wong, 2012, p. 308). Saving Face "presents another opportunity to 
examine lesbianism and [being] Chinese in the diaspora of New York" (p. 309). 
Wong's perspective is different from Berry's, as the former focuses on the 
transnational rather than the regional perspective. Wong uses Appadurai's (1996) theory 
of transnationalism "resort[ing] to languages of global dis juncture in the various scopes of 
modernity" (as cited in Wong, 2012, p. 311). The aim is to point out that Butterfly 
"partakes of a regional route to transnationalism through relocating of cultures, which 
marks a specificity that requires a double reading of the source and its adaption" (p, 311). 
Regarding Saving Face, Wong argues that the diaspora "provides one direction to think 
through queer sexuality" as well as "a more hybrid understanding of the Chinese 
American community" (2012, p. 315). Queer diaspora is seen as a "critical framework 
and works to make intelligible those non-heterosexual desires that nationalist 
heterosexuality, both at home and in the diaspora, renders invisible" (p. 315). 
Some studies focus on one film that represents the Chinese homosexual diaspora, 
rather than comparing it to local Chinese culture. For instance, both Marc Siegel (2001) 
and Song Hwee Lim (2006) conduct a close textual analysis of Happy Together (Wong 
Kar-Wai, 1997). They focus on the Chinese diaspora, homosexual relations, national 
identity and a sense of belonging. Siegel (2001) employs Berlant and Warner's theory, 
challenging Appadurai's "ideology of neighborhood"4• Berlant and Warner (2000) argue 
4 According to Appadurai (1996), locality is "always emergent from the practices of local subjects in specific 
neighborhoods. The possibilities for its realization as a structure of feeling are thus as variable and incomplete as the 
relations among the neighborhoods that constitute its practical instances" (p. 199) 
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that in relation to "the status of property owners and the condition of residence, the 
ideology of the neighborhood reproduces national divisions between public and private 
space, with intimacy relegated to the realm of the private" (as cited in Siegel, 2001, p. 
282). Hence, sexuality "in a global context must be attentive to the potential intimacies in 
the public world of belonging and transformation" (Berlant & Warner, 2000 as cited in 
Siegel, 2001, p. 282). Siegel uses the term "ghetto" to replace "neighborhood". Happy 
Together is seen as a queer film, not only because it "depicts a sexual relationship 
between two men, but because it depicts and evokes the intimate behaviors, spaces and 
images of a sexual ghetto" (p. 284). In Happy Together intimacy is "not achieved within 
the couple and is not segregated to the private space of the apartment; rather, the potential 
for intimacy exists outside in the public sexual world" (p. 285). 
Similarly, Lim (2006) also discusses the relationship between public and private 
sex, and employs Siegel's argument to discuss the intimacy in the public sexual world. 
However, Lim (2006) focuses more on traveling identities by using Kaplan's ( 1996) 
theory of displacement and dislocation, which is "expressed in singular rather than 
collective terms, as purely psychological or aesthetic situations rather than as a result of 
historical circumstances" (p. 106). There is a tendency that "the tropes of travel and the 
metaphor and symbols used to represent displacement refer to individualized, often elite, 
circumstances" (p. 105). Diaspora and diasporic movement must be examined within the 
context of global capitalism. The film responds to the power of globalization as Taiwan 
has also been represented as a place with economic power Argentina lacks (Lim, 2006, p. 
107). Happy Together focuses on "the negotiation of traveling sexualities in the in-
between space created as a site of tension between home and away" (Lim, 2006, p. 108). 
Compared with Siegel, Lim's study more directly focuses on the "loss" of Chinese 
national identity in cinema. 
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Several critics focus on The Wedding Banquet, which is also about the Chinese 
homosexual diaspora. David Eng ( 1997) provides a critical methodology for "evaluating 
Asian American racial formation across multiple axes of difference as well as local and 
global manifestations" (p. 559). Eng builds on the work of Dana Takagi (1994) who 
suggests that "gay and lesbian sexual identities" could possibly "dislodge the ossified 
masculinist notions of cultural nationalism" (as cited in Eng, 1997, p. 559). Eng offers a 
useful direction in thinking about "a potential political project of queerness in Asian 
American studies neither restricted to nor exhausted by sexual identity and practice" ( as 
cited in Eng, 1997, p. 560). 
Eng examines the representation of Wai-Tung Gao, a successful Asian American, 
in The Wedding Banquet, pointing out that the film "shifts a stereotypical Asian American 
gay male image away from normative domestic representations toward a queer and 
diasporic formation" (p. 564 ). Hence, Wai-Tung' s queerness "comes to organize a host of 
conflicting differences - sexual, gender, race, class and space - shutting down the 
position of the Third World woman through its expansion into both local and global 
capitalist arenas" (p. 395). 
However, Eng's research does not provide a close reading of the film-analyzing 
editing, lighting and mise-en-scene. Rather, he focuses on the social context and analyses 
Asian American queer studies. Leung (2008) compares two queer films by Ang Lee: The 
Wedding Banquet and Brokeback Mountain. He defines the special quality of queer 
cinema and Ang Lee's work, arguing that Ang Lee's film is "very straight-used here to 
mean not so much heterosexual as straightforward" (p. 24 ). He also argues that the two 
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films "remove queerness from its contemporary postmodernist settings, reconciling it 
with the classical unity and purity that one seldom associates with queer ... turning queer 
into something commercially populist, intellectually dishonest, or artistically banal" (p. 
26). Ang Lee is "no queer theorist, nor is the film theory driven. Rather, The Wedding 
Banquet is both an affectionate portrayal of a queer relationship and an affectionate 
portrayal of a traditional family" (p. 29). 
As Chou (2008) argues, "coming home" in the Chinese context is more important 
than "coming out". Also, from the perspective of film style and genre, Leung argues that 
The Wedding Banquet is indeed "a strange dish of a queer comedy, as its atmosphere is 
mellow and naturalistic; its irony situational, not satirical; its humor observational, not 
confrontational" (p. 29). Therefore, Leung locates The Wedding Banquet in a traditional 
Chinese cultural context and the discourse of film comedy, rather than Eng' s Western 
queer and identity theories. 
W eiming Dariotis and Eileen Fung ( 1997) do not focus on queer cinema and 
comedy style; rather, they focus on national identity and family representation. They 
relate The Wedding Banquet to Ang Lee's early films-Pushing Hands (1992), Eat Drink 
Man Woman (1994) and Sense and Sensibility (1995). According to Dariotis and Fung, 
The Wedding Banquet deals with older Chineseffaiwanese parents "coming to an 
understanding with European American mates of their sons" (p. 190). Similar to Eng, 
they introduce the construction of the lead characters-specifically Wai-Tung, Simon, 
Weiwei and Wai-Tung's parents-relating these characters to national, sexual and gender 
conflicts. The binary is "transmuted into East versus West, old and young, and female 
versus male" (p. 201). The identities of two female characters are "built upon their roles 
as transmitters, as catalysts, arid as translators of their male counterparts" (p. 203). This 




3.1 Method and research question 
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The research question in this project raises two concerns: the first has to do with 
film, the second with cultural identity of the Chinese homosexual diaspora. Film studies 
is based on the science and techniques of film, its physics and chemistry, the practices 
and possibilities of the camera and the other apparatus of filmmaking" (Dyer, 2000, p. 1). 
Kolker (2000) argues that in any film audiences are "witness to a rich and often 
conflicting structure of imaginative, cultural, economic and ideological events ... which 
often lies at a nexus of expectation and response, of cultural belief and individual 
resistance" (p. 11). As a consequence, film analysis is different from social science 
research, in that it mainly focuses on symbolic representation in the text and analysis of 
its value as art, culture, ideology and technology. 
Regarding the second concern of cultural identity, Dyer (2000) argues the social-
ideological value of film is "highly influenced by cultural studies, which focuses on social 
division of class, gender, nation and sexuality" (p. 6). According to Nichols (2000), 
representation is a term "mediating the relationship between symbolic form of 
communication and the social and historical context in which they occur and to which 
they refer, the term always involves an externalization of inner experience and thought" 
(p. 43). To further explore the ideology behind the film representation, I will use textual 
analysis, or more precisely, form and content analysis. The method is not merely limited 
to form in film - techniques of editing, sound design and mise-en-scene, but also 
concerned with narrative construction, genre influence and allows for evaluating the 
social and ideological construction of homosexuality within the Chinese homosexual 
diaspora. 
3.2 Textual analysis: theoretical lens 
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Textual analysis is "generally a type of qualitative analysis that, beyond the 
manifest content of media, focuses on the underlying ideological and cultural assumption 
of the text" (Fiirsich, 2009, p. 240). Firstly, the textual analysis used in this project is 
different from content analysis and discourse analysis. The film as a text is different from 
written texts, such as a book or newspaper. Merely analyzing the scripted dialogue is 
insufficient to interpret a film. Textual analysis combines all elements such as film 
aesthetic elements included in, the narrative and mise-en-scene. This project employs 
textual analysis, a qualitative research method, which is interpretative and distinct from 
quantitative content analysis or empirical data collection. 
Textual analysis is a broad concept and reflects several analytic and theoretical 
approaches in film studies, including semiotics and post-structural theories of narrative. 
Semiotic analysis is a main approach to analyze issues related to representation in films, 
such as cultural identity. Nichols (2000) argues that semiotics is "an attempt to elucidate a 
structural coherence to cinema" (p. 36). Semiotics is a science of signs, which is 
historically based on de Saussure's linguistic theory and Barthes' mythology system. The 
signs in film are seen as "many aspects of coding, from discrete optical devices like 
dissolves or wipes to more complex structures such as shot/reverse-shot cutting, 
subjective images, and other aspects of point-of-view editing" (Prince, 2004, p. 89). The 
signs in films are different from still images, as the latter has relatively fixed and stable 
signifier and signified, denotation and connotation. According to Metz (1974), denotation 
in the film is seen as "the basic material of the film, which is constituted by various 
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aspects of plot, sounds and images ... connotation is secondary in the sense that it is not 
directly presented by the basic materials of the film in the way that denotation or plot is" 
(cited in Harman, 1999, p. 91). Fiims are made of a minimal sequence that Metz (1974) 
calls "syntagmas". As a consequence, film analysis here will focus on a few special 
sequences. 
Semiotics is a useful approach to study the construction of cultural identity in 
films. The method focuses on the relationship between representation of signs and reality. 
According to Prince (2004 ), semiotic representation is "either a matter of arbitrary coding 
or of identity and transparence, with the latter condition being constructed negatively in 
terms of illusion and error" (p. 90). Cinema is analyzed for its cinematic qualities - its 
aesthetic features such as lighting, editing, plot and mise-en-scene, and also for 
representing an ideological perspective - how the film is socially and politically 
constructed. The post-structural approach thus becomes useful to further explore the 
relationship between global/local, us/other and power/resistance. As the research question 
concerns the power, political dynamics and implications of transnational cinema, along 
with the social construction of homosexuality, post-structural theories and semiotics can 
be combined to analyze their textual figuration. 
3.3 Film sampling and analysis 
My film sample, related to my research project, is limited to representations of the 
Chinese homosexual diaspora in transnational films since the 1980s, especially after the 
1989 Tian'anmen Square protest. I have selected transnational films that represent 
diasporic Chinese figures and homosexuality. I have used Google to search through 
databases, such as IMDB and BPI, for LGBT films which represent the Chinese diaspora. 
Although many films satisfy this requirement, I chose two films as my sample: The 
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Wedding Banquet (Ang Lee, 1993) and Happy Together (Wong Kar-wai, 1997)~ since the 
two films have a significant and revolutionary influence for Chinese gay films as a genre. 
The Wedding Banquet discusses the Taiwanese diaspora' s homosexuality in an American 
context, leading the way for many films that follow a similar narrative structure, such as 
Saving Face (Alice Wu, 2004) and Baby Steps (Barney Cheung, 2015). Happy Together 
has Wong Kar-wai's personal film style, telling the story of a gay couple in Argentina. 
Also, the film reflects the theme of being "lost" in transition between Argentina and back 
to Hong Kong via Taiwan, as well as the background of Hong Kong' s sovereignty and its 
return to mainland China in 1997. These two films have significant value for Chinese 
cultural discourses and international film festivals. 
Following this sampling of primary sources and relevant research of secondary 
sources, my analysis will focus on narrative construction within the genre framework, 
production background, and a close reading of key sequences. Firstly, the narrative is 
important. According to Bordwell and Thompson (1997), a narrative is seen as "a chain 
of events in cause-effect relationship in time and space" (p. 90). It provides the basic 
information and story-telling in the film. In terms of this project, the relevant elements of 
the narrative can be used to discuss how the narrative is shaped by genre conventions. 
Secondly, film background, especially the year of production and director's background, 
provide valuable historical and political context. 
Considering this context I will also analyze how cultural identity is constructed 
within a global context. The analytic method consists of shot-by-shot close analysis of 
sequences. I will select two or three sequences in each film, each of about three to five 
minutes. The selection of sequence will be based on my research question - to reveal the 
specific ways in which the films connote cultural, national and sexual identities. Each 
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film will be analyzed and compared separately and in chronological fashion. It will 
combine the relevant theories, conceptual frameworks gleaned from the literature review, 
and my own personal interpretation. 
4.1 The Wedding Banquet 
Chapter 4 
Findings and Analysis 
4.1.1 Narrative and genre: a happy story? 
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The Wedding Banquet narrative originates in a lie that a homosexual couple, Wai-
Tung and Simon, cover-up: to hide the truth of their homosexual relationship, Simon 
persuades Wai-Tung to marry Weiwei who comes from the mainland China. However, 
Wai-Tung's parents, on hearing the news of their son's intention, borrow $30,000 from 
their relatives to hold a magnificent wedding banquet for him when they are dissatisfied 
with the American-style wedding held in the City Hall. Wai-Tung submits to the pressure 
from his parents and participates in the magnificent (but fake) wedding banquet - which 
becomes a farce. Not only does Weiwei seduce Wai-Tung after the banquet when he is 
drunk, she gets pregnant, and Wai-Tung's parents discover the truth. Wai-Tung's father 
knows the truth about Wai-Tung's relationship with Simon from the beginning but keeps 
silent and goes along with the wedding because of his desire for Wai-Tung to carry on the 
family line. In the end Wai-Tung, Simon and Weiwei decide to raise Weiwei's son 
together. 
The film narrates the process of coming out (home). Facing pressure from the 
family Wai-Tung has to make his own choice. Moreover, Wai-Tung, Simon and even 
Weiwei try to search for "the ultimate space to which one belongs" (Chou, 2008, p. 35). 
Wai-Tung and Simon hope their relationships can be accepted, while Weiwei hopes her 
dream comes true. As Wai-Tung's parents come to New York, the private and close 
intimacy between Wai-Tung and Simon disappears and is replaced by patriarchy. Wai-
Tung's father keeps a watchful eye, wanting to see and know everything happening at 
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home. He puts up with the lies because his purpose is to have a grandson and save face. 
The conflict between a modern Western homosexual relationship and traditional Asian 
patriarchal family structures the fiim's basic narrative. It de-emphasizes the homosexual 
relationship to focus on family kinship. From this perspective, as Leung (2008) suggests, 
the film is not simply a queer film; rather, it inserts queer characters to discuss cultural 
differences. 
A lighthearted film using humor to reveal different norms regarding family, 
marriage and sexuality in Chinese and American cultures, it fits with romantic corned y. 
According to Krutnik (2002), The Wedding Banquet is "a particular interesting subset of 
romantic comedy that seeks to redefine the conventional heterosexual order by focusing 
on close relationships between a woman and a gay man" (p. 136). For instance, before 
Wai-Tung's parents arrive in the US, Simon, Weiwei and Wai-Tung change all the 
photographs in the apartment related to homosexuality to Chinese calligraphy made by 
Wai-Tung's father. Simon teaches Weiwei everything about Wai-Tung, even the color of 
his underpants, and he always helps Weiwei cook to convince Wai-Tung's parents that 
Weiwei can be a "good" housewife. These scenes reflect that Wai-Tung's lifestyle is 
totally Americanized. By replacing the photographs with Chinese caHigraphy to decorate 
their home Wai-Tung "performs" his Chinese and heterosexual identity for his parents. 
Wai-Tung, a diasporic subject, has "broken out of the prison house of Chineseness" 
embracing what Ang calls "open-ended and plural post-Chinese identities" (Ang, 1998, p. 
241). 
In the so-called "happy ending" the film tries to represent a serious and even 
sorrowful theme: homosexual liberty is confronted by constraining traditional values and 
discourses. Where is the so-called liberated space? According to Ouyang Jing (2013), this 
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so-called freedom is dominated by Western ideology. In the film, Wai-Tung and Simon 
still do not find a sense of belonging; rather, they only find a way to compromise. Also, 
Wai-Tung's parents make their compromise with their son's homosexual relationship. 
The story does not end on a happy note but a resigned one. This resignation and 
compromise affirms American cultural values. Kapac ( 1998) identifies sexual practice as 
a symbolic marker which signifying Western corruption and cultural imperialism. In the 
end of the film, Wai-Tung's father raises his .hands to security officials in the airport. The 
action acknowledges a surrender to dominant American values that win in the conflict 
structuring the narrative. The winning reaffirms America's outstanding power in culture, 
politics and the economy. Wai-Tung's identity is neither Chinese nor American, which is 
hybrid and modified. Wai-Tung's father compromises and respects Wai-Tung's identity 
at the end of film, which also suggests that sexual and national identity are that culture 
and national identity are not fixed but constructed within different contexts. 
4.1.2 Background: sexuality and politics 
Chiang (1998) argues that The Wedding Banquet is "a transnational allegory, 
insofar as it ultimately charts the Chinese diaspora's coalescence into the global system of 
capital" (p. 376). Sexuality is seen as a liberating practice in the film: _not only does Ang 
Lee use it to build conflict between Asian and American culture, but it also represents the 
political and cultural relationship between mainland China, Taiwan and America, 
grounding it within a specific historical context. After 1989, the violent event of 
Tiananmen Square, mainland China turned to dictatorship and repression. As Marchetti 
(2006) argues, the anxieties of mainland China's dictatorship intensified emigration 
generally and in the film industry, solidifying ties with other countries open to 
immigration like Taiwan, Japan, England, Canada, and America. The Wedding Banquet 
not only represents the need for hybrid cultural identity, but it also reflects the technical 
and national hybrid of film industry. 
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Such hybridity is represented in the film: Ang Lee shows different attitudes and 
images of mainland China and Taiwan, which relate to the representation of the post-1989 
era. Wai-Tung is cast as a successful Taiwanese businessman. He speaks fluent English 
and has a legal identity in America. However, the representation of Weiwei is different 
from Wai-Tung because Weiwei is from Shanghai, mainland China. She lives in a shabby 
room not designed as a living space, which is in a building owned by Wai-Tung, and 
cheaper than anything else available in New York. The room lighting is dim. Compared 
with the happiness and rich lifestyle of Wai-Tung, Weiwei is lower class and cast as a 
poor immigrant from mainland China. She dreams of being an artist, but has no 
opportunities. In a scene when Wai-Tung visits Weiwei's room to get his rent, he 
discovers Weiwei has lost her job and her best friend, Emily, has been "caught" by 
Immigration and "sent" back to Shanghai. Weiwei's location and background represent 
Ang Lee's attitude to mainland China - a dark, evil and poor nation. 
The specific political relationship between China and Taiwan influences the 
representation and narrative about homosexuality and heterosexuality in The Wedding 
Banquet. According to Marchetti (2006), the gendered nature of political trouble implies 
"gay life and queer critiques of heterosexual norms take a back seat to the use of gender-
bending characters as political allegory" (p. 20). Hybrid cultural identity is constructed by 
the specific political context. What determines Wai-Tung coming home? It is because 
Wai-Tung, as an Asian American, has no home, or more precisely, Taiwanese have no 
home because Taiwan is not seen as a formal nation with its own history, a 
"discontinuous" place with Taiwanese culture, viewed as derived from mainland China. 
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They share the same language but have a different culture. Living under mainland 
China's dictatorship some Taiwanese leave the country to find a new home. In the film, 
Wai-Tung represents a Taiwanese,·however, his national, sexual and racial identities have 
no sense of belonging. He is neither Taiwanese (Chinese) nor American, he is a 
homosexual but he marries Weiwei and has a baby. He tries to use homosexuality to build 
a home but he lives in a "crevice" of individualism and patriarchy, homosexuality and 
heterosexuality, Taiwan and America. 
4.1.3 Sequences: individualism vs. collectivity 
To further discuss the conflict of cultural identity between China and America, I 
turn to two sequences in the film - from the two weddings - one American and the other 
Chinese. The first wedding occurs at the City Hall, which is seen as disgraceful, lasts for 
nearly 3 minutes screen time. The lighting is white and pale, the setting is cool and quiet, 
and is made up of 3 scenes. The first scene is one shot that tells us the location. The 
second scene has 26 shots; the first of these is a 30-second take showing the couple's 
entire wedding ritual. In other words, the wedding is simple, the members are only four 
persons: the magistrate, a secretary and a couple. Then the magistrate calls on Wai-Tung 
and Weiwei to come forward while Simon takes photographs. In the following two shots, 
Wai-Tung and Weiwei feel at a loss, standing in the wrong place and reminded by the 
magistrate to switch positions. 
The camera moves back and forth between the magistrate, Wai-Tung's parents, 
Simon, Wai-Tung and Weiwei. The magistrate first calls Wai-Tung to follow his speech, 
and while Wai-Tung is inattentive, his response represents his fluent English, reflecting 
his middle class background in America. In contrast, when the magistrate calls Weiwei, 
her response is rigid and clumsy, which supposedly reflects people from mainland China 
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with little education. I will argue that this comparison subtly implies the superiority of 
Taiwanese. Simultaneously, women's position is passive and dominated by the discourse 
of men. The wedding reinforces the unequal relation between Wai-Tung and Weiwei. 
Meanwhile, Simon tries to take photographs of Wai-Tung's parents, who pretend 
to be happy right until the third scene when they can no longer contain their 
dissatisfaction resulting in an outburst. The close-ups reveal their sadness but most shots 
in this sequence are long and medium shots. The main reason for this is they have "lost 
face". Saving face is a specific sociological term in Chinese culture, important in 
protecting relationships between family and friends. Saving face is difficult to translate, 
which is similar to honor or dignity but has further and more complex meanings. I will 
argue that here the main purpose of saving face is to protect patriarchal values. For 
instance, Simon does not understand why Wai-Tung's parents finally cry, which he 
understands but finds unacceptable, because his faith in American individualism makes 
him believe that the wedding is only between two people. However, Wai-Tung's parents 
feel that the magnificent wedding banquet can bolster their dignity and honor. That is, the 
wedding is not just between two persons, but it is also for their parents, and even for their 
unrelated friends. It is the main resource they have to improve their "face" and 
relationships. 
Therefore, the American wedding plays a significant role in the film, emphasizing 
American individualism, whereas the Chinese regard the wedding's significance as 
protecting and affirming family kinship. In Chinese discourse of family kinship, 
homosexuality is a taboo. In the film, the protracted Chinese wedding lasts 25 minutes 
and a 4-minute sequence is worth comparing to the American wedding. The sequence 
occurs before the banquet. It starts with W eiwei making a telephone call to her parents 
and ends with Wai-Tung's father makes a speech to Wai-Tung and Weiwei (see Fig.I). 
The lighting is mixed green and red and the atmosphere is noisy. 
In this sequence, the first shot lasts 35 seconds in the first scene, which shows 
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W eiwei make a telephone call to her parents. The shot is significant because it 
emphasizes the sorrowful atmosphere on a "happy'· day. Weiwei cannot see her parents 
because she · has no legal identity in America, and Ang Lee uses the scene to foreground 
the life experience of immigrants from mainland China. However, Wai-Tung is different, 
as he can make choices and his parents can come to American to host the wedding 
banquet. The shot also foreshadows Weiwei seducing Wai-Tung, who has limited choices 
and needs to escape mainland China by hook or by crook. 
In the second scene a series of close-ups and short-takes show Weiwei getting 
made up. The aim is not only to reflect the complexity of the wedding, but it implies 
Weiwei is falling in line with normative culture. According to Butler (2004), we act, walk, 
speak and talk in ways that consolidate an impression of being a man or being a woman 
(p. 124). For Weiwei to perform her womanhood, make up is a useful way to confirm she 
is a woman. Wai-Tung also "performs" his identity by marrying Weiwei. For Butler, 
performativity constructs the basic gender roles and affects the social behaviour of men 
and women. Although they wear fake masks in the film, they need to play their best role 
to save face and take responsibility. Everyone in the film thus becomes an actor 
performing in a staged wedding. 
In the third scene, the first shot takes 41 seconds, showing the relationship among 
five persons, a clear contrast to the American wedding (see Fig. 1). In the American 
wedding sequence, Wai-Tung and Weiwei play the main role and their parents sit back. In 
this shot, Wai-Tung's parents sit in front of Wai-Tung and Weiwei while Wai-Tung and 
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Weiwei kneel. The shot conveys patriarchal authority, which is different in American 
culture. When Simon jumps in front of Wai-Tung and Weiwei, Wai-Tung's father stares 
at him. This detail reveals Wai-Tung' s father's knowledge of the truth that he merely 
endures. Photographers take pictures and lotus soup is prepared. The following shots 
show Wai-Tung' s father making a speech. The long shot turns into a close-up revealing 
Wai-Tung and Weiwei's expressions. Weiwei is fed lotus soup by Wai-Tung's mother; 
Wai-Tung is distracted and not listening. Although the speech is long and boring, it 
makes Weiwei miss her parents and she cries. Wai-Tung's mother worries the crying can 
ruin the make-up, which then abruptly ends Wai-Tung' s father's speech. 
According to Chiang ( 1998), the failure of the wedding "to effect closure indicates 
that the nationalist appeal to cultural authenticity is no longer sufficient to mediate the 
conflicts that are destabilizing the authority of the state in the global system" (p. 381). 
Patriarchal authority and state ideology register a shock induced by global system, or 
more precisely, by dominant American power. The compromises each one makes fail. 
Wai-Tung's parents hope Wai-Tung's marriage will save face and keep the line of 
kinship, and the complex Chinese wedding process implies its importance but is 
meaningless in America. Simon is seen as the "other," and excluded from the patriarchal 
fold. Wai-Tung, under pressure of patriarchy has to kneel and submit to it. However, his 
individualist values challenge patriarchy- he does not accept his father's authority and is 
distracted during his father's speech, which reflects outdated values. The problem of 
localization is that it cannot find a way to adapt to the global system, in other words, 
localization and multiculturalism can only reflect difference and mixing but not real 
integration. 
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4.2 Happy Together 
4.2.1 Narrative and genre: home and away 
Happy Together is a very different narrative from The Wedding Banquet. The 
former focuses on exclusively on the intimate relationship between Yiu-Fai Lai (Fai) and 
Po-Wing Ho (Po-Wing), the problems and contradictions center on these two people, 
rather than any specific Chinese family or community. The Wedding Banquet belongs to 
the romantic comedy genre with moments of melodrama, whereas Happy Together does 
not belong to a specific genre because its narrative elements are different from the 
conventional genre film. On the other hand, the similarity between the two films is that 
they both represent the dilemma of the Chinese diaspora, and they both reflect an 
engagement with specific political history. They both have a mournful view of the 
Chinese diaspora and stereotypical images of mainland China. 
Fai and Po-Wing's intimacy is built upon visiting Iguassu Fall in Argentina, and 
the storytelling resolves around visiting the fall and their incomplete journey together to 
the fall. At the end of the film, only Fai arrives at the Fall, whereas Po-Wing's 
imagination of the fall is limited to an image of it (see Fig. 2). The comparison also 
implies Fai and Po-Wing's failed relationship. The film is viewed as a road movie. As 
Song Hwee Lim (2006) argues, Happy Together represents diasporic sexualities 
travelling to Argentina, which cannot however totally escape the problematic of home 
and away (p. 108). 
Similar to The Wedding Banquet, the film embeds the theme of coming home. 
Wai-Tung's home is that his parents can respect and accept his homosexual identity, 
while Fai and Po-Wing's ultimate space is symbolised as Iguassu Fall, which is more 
abstract. It seems like Happy Together does not talk about social issues surrounding 
Chinese homosexuality, as it only traces the joy and sorrow, separation and reunion of a 
couple. In this respect The Wedding Banquet can be regarded as realism and Happy 
Together as romanticism. 
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However, the film cannot be defined as a purely romantic or road movie. Not only 
does the film "challenge the idea that intimacy can be confined within the form of the 
couple and within the realm of the private" (Siegel, 2001, p. 286), but it also represents 
the dilemma of the Chinese diaspora abroad. Fai is poor, living in an old and dark room in 
Argentina. He works at several jobs, which are reserved for the lower class. Po-Wing's 
situation is similar to Fai and he has no job, is unfaithful and always leaves Fai to find 
other "lovers". 
Po-Wing suffers a violent experience because of which Fai has to make money 
and feed Po-Wing. The situation confirms the difference in Fai and Po-Wing's character 
traits. Fai focuses on making money and living better; Po-Wing hopes Fai will not to 
leave him, feed him and is conniving in his behavior. Moreover, Po-Wing and Fai are 
viewed as "other," minorities, in Argentina. All they own is a dream--to arrive in Iguassu 
to start over. However, it is impossible to be "happy together" as the couple have 
different personalities and aims. At the end of the film, as the music of Turtle's Happy 
Together accompanies the colourful lighting in Taiwan, it implies a new beginning and 
hopeful future. Dark and dim Argentina stands in contrast to the colourful lighting and 
comfortable environment in Taiwan. Coming home seems to be a good way to find the 
ultimate space and cure the heart's pain. 
4.2.2 Background: Starting over and the 1997 handover 
The film bears a significant relationship to the political history of Hong Kong in 
1997. Without accounting for this it becomes more like a superficial art film. Similar to 
The Wedding Banquet, Happy Together also can be seen as a transnational allegory, the 
film is seen as a Hong Kong film because the director (Wong Kar-Wai) and actors from 
Hong Kong, tell a story that is also ·about Hong Kong. However, Hong Kong as the city 
never appears in the film. In the film, under the pressure of Fai's father, Fai has to come 
home. His final destination, however, is not Hong Kong. It implies that Fai does not 
regard Hong Kong as his home in 1997 because the place has changed hands from 
England to the mainland China. Apparently, Fai does not accept this reunion. 
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As Lim (2006) argues, Happy Together "poses a defiant challenge to China's 
claim to Hong Kong by introducing the factor of Taiwan, an antagonistic regime regarded 
as a renegade province by the PRC government" (p. 124). Mainland China, is still viewed 
as an undemocratic nation and Fai represents the general attitude of people from Hong 
Kong. They do not even admit their Chinese identity. At the end of film, the TV news in 
Taiwan reports the death of Xiaoping Deng, the leader of the mainland China, which also 
represents the unpredictable situation and relationship between mainland China and Hong 
Kong. Starting over here does not only refer to the intimate relationship between Po-Wing 
and Fai, but is also about the reunion and complex relationship between Hong Kong and 
mainland China. 
As with The Wedding Banquet, the film builds a positive image of Taiwan and a 
negative one of mainland China. According to Lim (2006), Fai' s final destination is 
Taiwan where a militant independence movement rejects Taiwan's reunification with 
China (p. 124). Apart from Po-Wing and Fai, the film also tells the story of another 
relationship, between Fai and Chang. Chang is from Taiwan, whose representation is 
totally different from Fai and Po-Wing. A dark cloud hangs over the relationship between 
Fai and Po-Wing, whereas Chang and Fai have a relaxed friendship. Chang is also a gay, 
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but the character trait is free _ and happy. He keeps helping Fai out of his depressed stupor. 
As Fai comes to Taiwan to see Chang' s parents, Fai understands Chang' s happy outside 
because he always has a home to which he can return. In comparison Fai and Po-Wing 
have no home, that is, no place belongs to them. 
In this context the film can be viewed as a political allegory. As Jeremy Tambling 
(2003) argues, both the sense of Hong Kong "as a British colony, or as a city about to 
come under Chinese influence, and the sense of Hong Kong's nationalism ... are disrupted 
by the point that these characters do not fit the way in which sexuality can also be seen as 
a form of production" (p. 20). Tambling reads the film from a different perspective: the 
political background is only one issue; it is also important to evaluate how sexuality is 
produced and constructed. On the one hand, 1997 reflects a power shift between Hong 
Kong, England and mainland China. On the other hand, the homosexual relationship 
between Fai and Po-Wing seems not have an arbitrary connection with the political 
change. Hence the national allegory may provide useful background and meaning, but it 
does not capture everything in the film. In the following section, I select details of some 
sequences to further analyze the intimate relation between Fai and Po-Wing. 
4.2.3 Sequences: Reunion and Separation 
To further discuss the intimate relationship and production of sexuality in the film 
I have selected three sequences. The first sequence lasts a little over 2Y2 minutes, which 
begins with Fai standing outside the bar to wait for a bus and ends with Po-Wing leaving 
the bar. The sequence is after Po-Wing and Fai's incomplete journey to the fall and the 
first time they meet again outside the bar. The lighting dark and dim, is shot in black-and-
white to reflect their sorrow and gloom. The second sequence is shot in color, which lasts 
a little over 2 minutes. The colorization implies a happy energy. It begins with a night 
scene of Argentina to Fai cooking soup to feed Po-Wing. The third scene lasts almost 6 
minutes, showing the final separation between Fai and Po-Wing. The three sequences 
reflect the narrative theme and structure, which is separation, reunion and separation. 
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The first sequence focuses on the difference between Fai and Po-Wing, which is 
constituted by 8 scenes. The first scene is in a street m Buenos Aires. The first long shot 
takes 20 seconds, shows a bus come and stop near a bar, and Fai, smoking, comes to the 
bus to distribute leaflets. The following shots shows Fai welcoming the customers in 
Mandarin, tourists, mostly from Taiwan. These shots indicate the purpose of Fai in 
Argentina is to make money. Po-Wing then appears from a car, kissing another man. The 
camera moves quickly between shots of Fai and Po-Wing to reflect the conflict between 
them, which is produced through class, nation, personality and the diasporic environment. 
Apparently, Fai is not happy with Po-Wing promiscuity and Po-Wing does not care about 
hurting Fai' s feelings. 
In terms of the second scene, the first long shot takes 20 seconds to show the 
Tango, significant throughout the film not only as a symbol of Latin American, but also 
to indicate the separation and reunion between Fai and Po-Wing. The dance in the film 
shows the location is Argentina not Hong Kong, another world very different from Asia. 
The Tango is full of energy and Po-Wing enjoys himself at the bar whereas Fai stands 
alone outside in the dark night. In the fifth scene, Fai comes to a grocery store near the 
bar and wants to buy a beer, but switches to getting juice. The shot reflects Fai has little 
money that intensifies his anxiety and negativity. 
Compared to The Wedding Banquet, Wai-Tung as a middle-class Asian American 
faces little discrimination and challenges from the white community. He does not need to 
worry about the problems of the poor. However, in Happy Together, Fai as the lower-
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class diaspora always runs into financial difficulties and unequal treatment from the local 
residents. The comparison indicates that inequality first and foremost may not stem from 
sexuality and nation, but from class· and capital. 
As the Latin dance ends in the bar, Wong Kar-Wai uses two long takes and long 
shots to show people leaving: Po-Wing comes into the bar, smoking, and looking back to 
Fai. In this whole sequence, there is no conversation between Fai and Po-Wing, but the 
relationship is clear. The representation of the bar--smoking, drinking and Tango, 
signifies masculinity. According to Richard Fung (1995), both "gay man and Chinese 
man have been defined as outside dominant constructions of masculinity". In such 
masculinity-dominated Argentina, the homosexual relationship can be seen as a form of 
resistance. As Tambling (2003) argues, this is an inversion of being Chinese, from Hong 
Kong, or being homosexual. In this regard the film poses a binary distinction between 
masculinity and homosexual relationships. 
The first sequence can be clearly compared to the second, which is in mixed red 
and blue colors. Red represents positive romantic emotion and blue enhances the 
atmosphere. The first long shot shows the Obelisco of Buenos Aires. Buenos Aires, 
similar to Hong Kong, is also seen as a city colonized by France. The Obelisco is seen as 
a symbol of masculinity. Then, the following scene turns to Fai, who is very happy and 
works full of energy. One shot, a 23 second take shows Fai is pleased to take pictures of 
the Chinese.customers and smokes happily, which is totally different from the first 
sequence in which Fai seems anxious while taking pictures. The same action of smoking 
in different color represents different meanings. The third scene shows a street view of 
Buenos Aires and Fai' s background, the blue lighting suggests gloom and that Fai is 
eager to return to his tiny room. 
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The scene changes to the kitchen - Fai cooks soup, a woman complains to him, 
while Fai ignores her, ladles the soup, and takes it to his room. Although the room is dirty 
and tiny, Fai and Po-Wing have a happy time in this only space which is their own. One 
shot takes thirteen seconds to show Fai feeding Po-Wing. This sequence mainly reflects 
the emotion of reunion. Although Po-Wing is crazy outside, there is still a home for him. 
Therefore, "happy together" is a life experience and attitude. It does not mean "we are 
very happy", but can be signified as "spring is suddenly coming" in Chinese 
( Chunguangzhaxie; $}1t~f1/f). The term also relates to blow-up, but I prefer the former 
meaning. The film more closely represents love, like the arrival of spring, warm but still 
cool. It is generated by the process of separation and reunion, home and away. 
Hence, "happy together" represents a new beginning. This is related to the third 
sequence, which mainly shows how Fai and Po-Wing bid farewell to the past. The 
farewell is around the Iguassu Fall. The first shot shows the moving long road, and Fai 
drives on the road. Simultaneously, Po-Wing comes to the bar that they always meet at 
and dance; the next shot is a flashback to the past when Fai and Po-Wing dance in the 
room. Following this is a medium long shot lasting 36 seconds, which shows Po-Wing's 
decadence, cruising the street looking for sexual encounters. The scene changes to Fai's 
room, as Po-Wing comes in, Fai has left. Po-Wing begins to clean the room, put the 
cigarette together and mop the floor. Finally, as Po-Wing stares at the lamp lighting up an 
image of Iguassu Fall, he cannot help cry. At the same time, Fai arrives at the fall and 
there is two-minute long shot showing the grandeur of the scenery. 
Around the fall, Fai and Po-Wing have different responses. They look at different 
falls, which represents their different personalities and determines the road each takes in 
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the beginning of the film. Fai looks at the real fall because he has a definite goal and 
works hard to achieve it. Fai lives in the real world, whereas Po-Wing sees the lamp 
lighting the fall, which signifies he is a romantic, and his goals are based on whimsy. Po-
Wing's personality is a free spirit and what he does is fairly erratic. However, Fai cannot 
bear the problems associated with Po-Wing's personality. This determines the separate 
roads they take and the need to find a new beginning. 
Briefly, sexuality is constructed and produced through separation and union. 
Based on the specific political background in 1997, borrowing the metaphor of mainland 
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, Wong Kar-Wai further shows where "home" is and how 
homosexual romance is constructed in the public realm. The film challenges the 
traditional and stereotypical representation and of homosexuality, which focuses on love 
and separation between two men. Homosexuality becomes socially constructed: in The 
Wedding Banquet, it is constructed throughout the discourse of heterosexuality and 
patriarchy. In Happy Together, homosexuality is constructed against the background of 




In this project, I have discussed how the Chinese homosexual diaspora is 
constructed in The Wedding Banquet (1993) and Happy Together (1997). The literature 
reviews conceptualization of the Chinese diaspora, homosexuality and transnational films. 
Chinese homosexual culture is different from its manifestation in modern Western culture, 
but in the process of globalization, and with the Chinese diaspora living abroad since the 
1980s, the two cultures have hybridized. The Chinese diaspora motivates the 
development of transnational cinema, and transnational cinema relates to the concept of 
localization and globalization. Globalization weakens the concept of local, unmoors it 
from geographic space, even though national identity has not disappeared. That is, local 
culture has not disappeared but now new practices and symbols have flowed in to occupy 
this space. 
Although the two films analyzed here have been distributed for two decades, their 
narrative and style still affect 21 st century Chinese diasporic films. Furthermore, the two 
films provide significant and different representations of the Chinese diaspora from two 
internationally recognized directors - Ang Lee and Wong Kar-Wai. Both films relate to 
Chinese historical, cultural and political background since the 1980s to represent the 
complex relationship between mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as locate 
the term Chinese in a global context. 
Through textual analysis, I compare the similarity and difference between the two 
films from the perspective of individual and society, homosexual and heterosexual, local 
and diasporic, national and transnational, separation and reunion, power and resistance, as 
well as home and away. Firstly, both films represent the relationship between the 
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individual and society. In The Wedding Banquet, Wai-Tung and Simon will face the 
challenges about family kinship, patriarchy and Chinese saving "face" culture. In Happy 
Together, Fai and Po Wing's intimate relationship is embedded in the public world. From 
the narrative of the two persons, Wong Kar-Wai constructs an intimate relationship set in 
a transnational setting, traversing Argentina, Iguassu Fall, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 
Secondly, although The Wedding Banquet does not focus on separation and 
reunion, the conflict and quarrel between Wai-Tung and Simon imply different ideals are 
valued in Chinese and American cultures. Simon has little knowledge about Chinese 
culture and social relations, thus lying to Wai-Tung's parents is useless and the wedding 
banquet becomes a farce. The separation and reunion in Happy Together are not relevant 
to the cultural conflicts; instead, it relates to the intimacy and different character traits of 
Fai and Po-Wing. The purpose of Wong Kar-Wai is to represent romantic love in the film, 
which is not emphasized by Ang Lee. 
Thirdly, both films oppose the authority of mainland China. The Wedding Banquet 
builds a stereotypical view of the post-1989 immigration from the mainland China. The 
Wedding Banquet reflects Weiming Tu's argument which regards the diasporic periphery 
as the new centre of Chineseness. Ang Lee thus constructs the superior position of the 
Taiwanese in the film. Happy Together also has a negative view about power in mainland 
China. Even though mainland China is omitted in Wong's representation - except for one 
scene which shows news of Xiaoping Deng' s death. Through opposing the authority of 
mainland China, Chinese identity becomes multiple and hybrid. Reiterating Ang (2013), 
the cultivation of diasporic Chineseness "does not have to be fastened to the Chinese 
motherland to operate as a category of identity" for such identity and belonging can be 
simultaneously divisive and inclusive. (p. 24). 
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Ang's argument relates to the relationship between home and away. Both overseas 
Chinese and homosexuals will face coming out and coming home. In terms of The 
Wedding Banquet, there is no significant difference between coming out and coming 
home for overseas Chinese; America can be seen as Wai-Tung and Weiwei's home rather 
than Taiwan and mainland China. For homosexuab, "coming out" is a way of coming 
home, that is, to find the ultimate space. Wai-Tung in the film tries to struggle with his 
parents to assert his homosexual identity and for equality with heterosexuals. However, in 
Happy Together, coming out and coming home represent different meanings, as Pai and 
Po-Wing as overseas Chinese do not recognize Argentina as home. They come to 
Argentina as travelers rather than to permanently live there. Instead, Hong Kong is their 
home, a place which will return to mainland China. Moreover, as homosexuals, Pai and 
Po-Wing escape from Hong Kong because they cannot come out to their parents as Wai-
Tung does. One scene shows Pai' s father urging Pai on the phone to come back to Hong 
Kong. Clearly, Chinese homosexual identity are represented differently in the two films. 
In future research, I will locate homosexuality in the North-South divide. Since 
the U.S. Supreme Court ruling homosexuality has generally been legitimatized in the 
Global North except in Russia. Thus I would like to further discuss homosexual identity 
in terms of economic and political power. How does homosexuality relate to global 
division? Why does the Global North hold open and positive attitude to homosexuality? 
How does media in Global North or South represent homosexuality? These questions are 
worthy of further exploration and investigation. 
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Table 1: American Wedding 
Time: 38'28 - 41 '25 
Action 
LS City Hall, New York. Tells the location 
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LS A Host hosts a marriage, A couple are married, a secretary 
LS - Medium LS After hosing the marriage, the host turns to 
the secretary 
Medium LS The host calls "Gao" 
Medium LS Gao and W eiwei comes, Simon is taking photo 
Medium LS The host calls the married couple to leave 
MS The host reminds Wai-Tung and Weiwei to switch 
MS Wai-Tung and Weiwei switch to the other side 
CS The host's claim 
MS Wai-Tung's parents; they feel sad and bad 
CS The host make Wai-Tung to speak after him 
MS Wai-Tung follows the host 
CS Host's claim 
MS Wai-Tung's response and Weiwei 
CS Host's claim 
MS Wei-Tung' s response and W eiwei 
MS Simon takes photos to Wai-Tung's parents 
MS The sad expression of Wai-Tung' s parents 
MS Wai-Tung's response and the host points to Weiwei to 
speak after him 
CS The host is confused about Weiwei's response 
MS W eiwei' s rigid response 
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17 2' CS The host's confused face 
18 3' MS Wei wei' s response 
19 4' CS The host's claim 
20 2' MS Weiwei finishes her response 
21 3' CS The host tells Wai-Tung and Weiwei change the rings 
22 4' MS Rings' exchange 
23 5' CS The host's claim 
24 5' MS Ring's exchange (con) 
25 2' CS The host reminds Weiwei and Wai-Tung to kiss each 
other 
26 6' Kiss 
3 1 14' LS-MS Walking, Simon will take photos to Wai-Tung, 
Weiwei and Wai-Tung's parents 
2 5' MS Simon requires Wai-Tung's parents smile 
3 6' Medium LS Four people under the camera 
Wai-Tung' s mother cry 
4 1' Simon is confused 
5 12' Medium LS Wai-Tung's parents are crying, Wai-Tung and 
Weiwei try to comfort them 
6 1' CU Wai-Tung's face 
7 1' CU Wai-Tung's father 
8 3' MS Simon comes 
9 23' Medium LS - CU -Medium LS Simon decides to treat Wai-
Tung' s parents to China Palace 
Scene Shot Duration 
1 1 35' 
2 9' 















3 1 41' 
Table 2: Chinese Wedding 
Time: 48:53 - 52:53 
Action 
MS Weiwei is making a telephone 
MS Wai-Tung knocks Weiwei to get up 
CU Weiwei is washes hair 
CU Weiwei makes up 
CU Weiwei makes up 
CU Weiwei's hair 
CU Weiwei's eye is making 
CU Weiwei's eye 
CU Weiwei's eyebrow 
CU Weiwei's mouth 
MS Weiwei's face has been made up 
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MS Wai Tung's mother helps Weiwei to put on accessorizes 
LS Wei Tung comes and urge Weiwei and mother to speed up 
Medium LS Wai-Tung and Simon 
MS Wai-Tung' s mother and Weiwei 
MS Wai-Tung and Simon (Simon is behind Wai-Tung) 
MS-CU Weiwei leaves and bridesmaid's wink 
LS Wai-Tung' s father 
LS Wai-Tung, Wai-Tung' s mother, Weiwei, Simon comes 
Simon jumps, Wai-Tung' s father stares at him 
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Photographers are taking photo 
Weiwei drinks lotus soup 
Simon takes a bit lotus soup 
Weiwei. and Wai-Tung kneel down before "their" parents 
A crowd of people 
2 11' CS Father's speech 
Wai-Tung's mother feeds Weiwei lotus soup 
Weiwei listens serious but Wai-Tung is distracted 
3 3' CS Wai-Tung and Weiwei 
4 8' CS Father's speech (con) 
5 14' CS Wai-Tung and Weiwei 
6 14' CS Wai-Tung, Weiwei, Father, Mother 
7 5' CS Weiwei, Wai-Tung 
8 3' CS Speech, Weiwei cries 
9 3' CS Weiwei cries 
10 5' MS Mother controls Weiwei ' s 3-hour make-up 
11 18' MS-LS People rush out the room 







































Table 3: Meet again 
Time: 7:38 - 10:16 
Action 
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LS-MS The bus comes and stops near a bar, Fai smokes and 
comes to the bus in order to send leaflets 
MS Fai gives out leaflets outside the bus 
CS Fai welcomes customers 
CS-CU Fai 
MS - CU Po-Wing comes out the car, wearing a sun glasses, 
kissing with a foreign man 
CU The expression of Fai 
MS Po-Wing feels happy with the foreign man 
CU Fai' s feels not happy 
CS Po-Wing comes into the bar before Fai 
CS Po-Wing's back 
CS Fai's face 
MS - LS Accordion comes, a couple dances Latin 
Medium LS Dance 
LS People in the bar 
MS Fai stands outside the bar 
MS Po-Wing kisses in the bar 
LS The camera shoot inside the bar, Fai stands lonely outside 
MS Fai leaves the bar and turns to a grocery 
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2 7' MS Fai takes a bottle of beer 
3 10' MS Fai changes the beer to juice 
6 1 5' MS Fai eat food in a dark street 
7 1 9' LS Latin dancing 
2 5' LS Dance and Clap 
3 2' Medium LS Fai and his friend kiss 
8 1 18' LS Fai sees Po-Wing coming out the bar and getting a car 
with his friend 
2 34' LS Po-Wing comes into the car, smoking and looking back to 
Fai 
3 4' LS A lonely background 
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Table 4: Reunion 
Time: 25:35-27:43 
Scene Shot Duration Action 
1 1 10' LS The colorful night scenery of Argentina 
2 1 9' MS Fai posts the leaflet with energy and pushes a competitor 
2 23' MS-LS Fai takes photo to the tourists with a happy emotion 
3 28' LS Fai serves with customers 
3 1 12' LS Street of Agentina, Fai's background 
4 1 5' MS Fai cooks, a woman complain with him 
2 2' MS Fai tastes the soup 
3 2' MS Fai puts some salt in the soup 
4 3' MS Fai put the soup in the bowl 
5 1 24' MS Fai takes the soup to the room and wake Po-Wing up 







































Table 5: A new beginning 







Medium LS Fai drives 
MS The bar 




LS Po-Wing and Fai dance at home 
MS Dancing 
Medium LS Po-Wing sits on the street, drinking, feels tired 
CU The clock of tiny room 
CU clock 
MS Po-Wing put the cigarette together 
MS Po-Wing put the cigarette 
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5 10' MS Po-Wing put the cigarette 
6 16' MS Po-.Wing mops the floor 
7 5' LS Po-Wing mops the floor 
8 13' MS Po-Wing cleans the room 
9 12' MS Po-Wing opens the door, feels sad 
10 4' MS Po-Wing 
11 8' LS Po-Wing 
12 22' MS - CU Po-Wing looks the fall (lighting) 
13 7' CU The fall 
14 16' LS The outside room 
15 6' LS Po-Wing cries 
16 30' MS Po-Wing cries 
6 1 5' LS Iguassu Fall 
2 7' LS Fai looks the fall 
3 3' CU Fai's face 
4 11' Medium LS Fai looks the fall 
5 2m LS the fall 
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Fig. 1: Two Weddings 
62 
Fig. 2: A new beginning 
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